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period as he ever did later. His rise nevertheless through the various 1870-1874
grades of the official hierarchy was not unobstructed.   He became   ge 18~21
indeed Treasurer in 1872, but was unsuccessful in bis first candidature
for the Presidency, which he was not to attain till his last under-
graduate year.   It is characteristic of him that he introduced into
the Union, as Treasurer, the institution of afternoon tea and smok-
ing, and perhaps characteristic of the " home of lost causes " that
both these changes were stubbornly resisted.   He soon became a
member and in some ways the central figure of a circle of under-
graduate friends by no means all drawn from his own College.
Among those in whose society he found a peculiar relish were
Herbert Paul, of Corpus, Thomas (afterwards Sir Thomas) Raleigh,
and A. R. Cluer, since a Metropolitan Magistrate and now Judge of
the Shoreditch County Court.  Mr, Paul was already illustrating his
command of polished and punishing phrase, and Asquith cherished.
throughout his life early examples of his friend's prowess in thip
sphere.   He would often recount how a naive speaker at some
debating society, who was rash enough to say in Mr. Paul's presence'
" I may not be a great orator, but I am at least a good Churchman,"
was met with the unkindly comment that the first part of his
observation was " obvious " and the second " of limited interest*"
Nor did he take less delight in the flashes of saturnine wit which
sometimes broke through the taciturnity of Thomas Raleigh.
Raleigh, on hearing a long-winded causeur (to whose performances he
had listened throughout an evening in silence and deepening gloom)
described as the " life and soul of the party/3 was heard to murmur
in sepulchral tones, " In the midst of life we are in death/'   Others
with whom he was on terms of intimacy were Herbert (afterwards
Sir Herbert) Warren, for some decades the genial and accomplished
President of Magdalen, who contributed to an earlier biographical
study of Asquith two chapters about his life at Oxford to which we
are heavily indebted; Joseph Solomon, a man of protean parts,
facility, and accomplishment;  and Henry Broadbent, Asquith's
successful rival for the Ireland Scholarship in 1873, whose massive
scholarship has been dedicated throughout a lifetime, first as a
Master and now librarian, to Eton College,
Asquith seems to have taken his many University successes and
his few reverses with an assured serenity. To have missed the
Ireland twice, once by inches and once by millimetres, was gaUing;
but he was unperturbed, and was the first, on the occasion of
his failure in 1873, to communicate to Mr* Broadbent the
news of his victory, la his last few weeks before " Greats

